- Assistive listening devices are available at the box office, from an usher, or the control booth. They are also T-Coil Compatible

- Seats in blue text (A15, A16, E1, E2, K113) are accessible standard theater chairs, with flip-up armrests for easier entry

- Maroon indicated seats (A103-105 & K105-109) are wheelchair or accessible seats. Removable chairs are provided or may be removed

- Mezzanine rows (Rows L-Q) are up two steps per row. Orchestra rows (A-K) are raked, with no requirement to navigate steps or stairs

- All aisles must remain clear at all times. Walkers, wheelchairs, and strollers may only be stored where indicated by ushers

- Note that actual seating is slightly curved. As such, this seating chart does not perfectly represent seating locations.